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BOOKS
Zwischen zwei GoUern, Geschichten aus

China (Between Two Gods, Stories from
China), by Fritz Seeker. (Peking, HaTtllng's
Verla,g, lEN!!, 151 pp., FRB $7.IW)

The Keys of the Kingdom, by A.J. Cronin.
(LondO'1!, 191,l, 3H pp.)

• • •
After having reud the first few pages of

the first of these stories I suddenly ssw
myself as a boy, sprawled on the floor of
the living room and breathlessly reading a
thin volume of stories entitled, I believe,
Gclbe Melt8chen (Yellow People). That book
contained many, if not all, of the stories now
apparently republished under a new title.

With a feeling of nostalgia I remembered
the thrill with which I devoured these stories
some twenty-five years ago, the mirth their
humor provoked in me, the tears and pain
their pathos caused me. It was with a pang
of regret that I realized that Zwisc/lIJn ztlJei
Gocttern did not mean nearly as much to me
as Golbe Mensch-en had meant to that boy.
Perhaps it is that I have just grown older.

The volume contains seven short stories
about Chinese indiViduals, most of them
taken from everyday life. According to the
publisher's notice, all the stories are based
on actual incidents. Even a reader who has
no knowledge of that other volume must
realize that the stories were written quite
some time ago. The Chinese people they deal
with are from a period that has now passed,
and the conflicts they face seem slightly
unreal to us. Only "Der Rcishaendlcr" (The
Rice Dealer) describes a situation very close
to us today, since it relates the experiences
of a mlln, carried away by his lust for
profiteering, who wishes to benefit by the
catastrophe which has befallen others. In
the story the rice hoarder gets his just
c1cserts, which is more than we can say for
the reality of today.

'rhe Chinese people in the stories are, on
the whole, well observed: yet in certain
details some of us may have had different
impressions. To give an example of such a
minor point: the rice dealer, considering the
profit accruing from his hoarding activities,
thinks of how it will change his life and of
how he w"i11 no longer have to assume that
talse smile with which he must greet anyone
who comes to buy rice for even as little as
three cash. Well, I have yet to see a Chinese
shop-owner or assistant look anything but
utterly bored upon a customer's entering the
shop.

The author is at his best in describing the
pl'.llceful atmosphere of Chinese villages, and
his stories have the simple charm of fairy
tales.-W.

• • •
Many fine books have been written in recent

years, many fine novels. But it is a rare
occasion nowadays to put down a novel with
the feeling of huving been in an atmosphere
of true goodness. Modern authors are in
terested in complex characters, and in this
complexity it is usually the bad elements and
weaknesses that are the more interesting.
Hence if we look baek on the best five or ten
novels we have read in the last few years, we
recall that in almost every case the hero or
heroine was a nasty bit of work. Names that
come to mind are Scarlett O'Hara and Rhett
Butler, Major Rogers in Kenneth Roberts'
books, Rebecca, and Oliver in My Son, My S01/.!
In fact, the "good" hero seems to have gone
out of fashion since the days of Jane Eyre.

And now comes J.A. Cronin with a novel
about a simple CatholiC priest, a missionary,
a good man. His character is uncomplicated,
his only weakness being a somewhat unruly
temper. Yet the book is far from being dull
or sanctimonious, nor is the hero in any way
unreal.

The story of the book is as simple as its
hero. A boy brought up in a religious Catholic
atmosphere in Scotland quite naturally decides
to become a priest. If he had any doubts of
his vocation, the tragic fate of Nora, hill
childhood's friend, finally convinces him. He
has the usual schoolboy and student experiences
in a Catholic college in Scotland and a theolog
ical seminary in Spain. Arter being ratber
unsuccessful as a young curate, he is offered
n mission in the interior of China, which he
joyfully accepts. He spends the next thirty
ye.ars of his life there and, after some adven
tures to be expected in such a place, he returns
to Scotland to end his days us the vicar of his
native parish.

The theme of the whole book is tole.ra.nce,
and Cronin has, probably purposely, chosen
the Catholic Church as a background for his
message. He picks out rep'I'esentatives of the
different forms of intolerance found in human
life and places them one after another in
opposition to his Father Chisholm. He does
not bother to work out skillful entanglements,
and it sometimes seems a little too easy to
have Father Chisbolm, who otherwise is usually
unequal to his opponents, meet them one at a
time, be almost overcome by their superiority
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in other respects, and then, in every case,
defeat them with his unbounded tolerance.

But in spite of this repetitiousness in the
plot, the book is, as we have said, never dull,
and each encounter is vastly interesting.
Perhaps this is becauso every single one of
Father Chisholm's opponents represents a fine
character study, starting with Father Tarrant,
the administrator of the seminary in Spain,
who could not get away from the belief that
the only reason behind a student's running
away from the seminary for three days must
be worldly or carnal desires; Father Keezer,
the vicar of a poor industrial district, who
took out his bitterness at the lack of inte,rest
Oil the part of his parishioners on his young
curate; Mother Maria-Veronica, of a noble
German family, who could not conquer her
feeling of social superiority over the common
ness of Father Chisholm; Bishop Mealey, a
good example of "muscular Christianity," a
type also met with in the YMCA; and finally
young Monsignor Sleeth, who is so impatient
with the old vicar Father Chisholm and his
strange ideas about the value of other religions.

Among the few Chinese characters he in
troduces, Mr. Chia stands out, a fine Chinese
gentleman, typical in his agnosticism, who
offers to become a Christian out of gratitude
for Father Chisholm's having saved his son's
life. He is by no means converted but simply
wishes to give Father Chisholm "face." He,
too, is won over after thirty years of contact
with 1- ather Chisholm's great tolerance.

Cronin has shown great skill in handling
the parts dealing with China. As he has
apparently never been to thi 'ountry, he has
avoided the pitfalls of mistaken local color by
an admirable restraint. There is hardly a

JAPANESE
Whatever Gods Muy Be

Japan is in the process of a religious reviv
al. One aspect of this revival is the space
devoted to religious problems in the magazines
recently published. Although the greater part
of the articles concerns such subjects as "The
Religions of the Co-Prosperity Sphere" or
"Islam in the East Indies," and so forth, the
observer will also come across articl's by
competent writers dealing with religion as
such. H. Kishimoto's article on "Slwgyo"
(Religious Exercises) in Clwo Koroll stands
out. In Japan, as everywhere else, religion
has several different aspects, of which the
principal ones are its public and private sides.
Ii pi'll' ts march in procession to and from a
shrine, or if the souls of warriors are
venerated as war gods, this is a matter of
public importam,'e; but it needs a different
sort of religion to induce people to lead decent
lives. A man who has attended a service in
church will not necessarily abstain from beat
ing up somebody afterwards; therefore another
path must be trodden if spiritual enlighten-

single false note struck throughout these
chapters.

Another aspect Cronin touches upon, and
one which particularly affects tbe foreign
reader in the East, is the influence of the
war of 1914 upon a little white community
of three nuns-one Belgian, one German, and
one French. He shows the tragic conflicts
arising within this group, a group living in
China hundreds of miles from anywhere, a
group which has been together for several
years and which, for all they know, will
remain togetlter till the end of their lives.

Although Cronin limits himself mainly to
the theme of religious tolerance, it is
tolerance in all fields of life that he
preaches, incleed a fine sentiment in a book
published in the year 1941. Through Father
Chisholm he tries to prove that the ideals of
man arc the Burne uU over the world. We
cannot exp.ress this better than by the words
of the autbor, in a litt'le scene where Monsignor
Sleeth observes old Father Chisholm instruct
ing a child to write out certain sentences:

"He read: 'I faithfully promise to oppose
bravely all that is stupid and bigoted and
cruel. Signed, ANDREW. P. S. Toleration is
the highest virtue. Humility comes next.'

He looked at it bleakly, for a long time •...
He even waited with a chilled face until tbe
next was prepared. 'Ollr bones may moulder
and become the earth of the fields but the
Spirit issues forth and lives on high in a
condition of glorious brightness. God is the
common Father of all mankind.'

Mollified, Sleeth looked at Father Chisholm.
'Excellent. Didn't Saint Paul say that l'

'No.' The old man shook his head apolo
getically. 'It was Confucius.'''-V.

MAGAZINES
ment is to be attained. This, according to
Mr. Kishimoto, is where religious exercises
come in.

The basic idea of all religious exercises is
the same, as, for instance, is that of all
military exercises: man is not complete in
hint elf; he has to undergo a process of
training and reshaping which will make him
as different from what he originally was as Il
sword is from a steel bar. In the language
of the Greek mystics and the New Testament,
the initiate must die to himself and the world,
like a seed which is destined to bring forth n
plant and a flOlVer and a fruit. Likewise for
the Japanese initiate, the ego and all its
conceits has to go.

For a considerable time after he has squat
ted down on the tataml or the hard, cold
stone, to embark on the quest of the Unst.'en
and the "Super-Self," the feeling of unwor
thiness will grow until the mint! grasps
the means of getting rid of the bondage of
the ego and the illusions which arc part and
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